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Abstract. In this paper we propose subspace-based L2 support vector machines (SSL2-SVMs) using the
active set training. Namely, in order to optimize the weights associated with the dictionaries for each class,
we start training L2-SVMs with a small subset of the training data, delete the data which are not support
vectors from the subset, add the data violating KKT conditions from the training data not included in
the subset, and iterate the above procedure until the subset does not change. Experimental results with
two-class benchmark datasets show that the training by the proposed methods are faster than that by the
conventional methods for large datasets, and the proposed methods perform better than the conventional
methods for datasets which have a number of outliers.
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1 Introduction

Subspace based support vector machines (SS-SVMs), which are subspace based least squares support vector
machines (SSLS-SVMs) and subspace based linear programming support vector machines (SSLP-SVMs) [1, 2],
are the improved methods of conventional subspace methods [3, 4]. In SS-SVMs, like the conventional subspace
method, for each class we define the basis vectors which are dictionaries of the subspace obtained by principal
component analysis (PCA) or kernel PCA (KPCA) [5, 6]. And for each class subspace we define a weighted
similarity measure by the projection length of the input. Unlike conventional subspace methods which set
the equal values or eigenvalues to the weights associated with dictionaries for each subspace, in SS-SVMs we
optimize the weights using support vector machines (SVMs) [7] so that the margin between classes is maximized.
Thus because the weights associated with the dictionaries of each class subspace are determined considering
overlap between different classes, the weights are optimal from the standpoint of classification. According to the
computer experiments, SSLS-SVMs perform usually better than SSLP-SVMs, and the training cost of SSLS-
SVMs is usually smaller than that of SSLP-SVMs. Training of SSLS-SVMs results in solving a set of linear
equations whose size is the total dimension of all the class subspaces. Therefore, if the size of training data
and the total dimension are large, the training cost may be large. And for some problems, SSLS-SVMs perform
poorly because all the training data are used for determining the decision functions.

In this paper, to solve these problems, we propose subspace-based L2 support vector machines (SSL2-SVMs),
which use active set training methods [8] when we optimize the weights. Unlike [8], SSL2-SVMs use all-at-once
formulation. At first, for each class decision function we randomly select a training subset from the training data
including other classes as a working set and optimize the weights associated with dictionaries for each subspace
at once. Next, we delete non-support vectors associated with the non-positive Lagrange multipliers from the
working set and add the data, which violate the KKT conditions, to the working set for each class. These
procedures are iterated until the working sets do not change. At each iteration step, the order of calculations
is the cubic of the working set size. Thus if the number of support vectors is small, the calculation cost of
optimizing the weights is also small regardless of the data size. Moreover the proposed method performs more
stably than the conventional methods because only the subset of the training data which are support vector for
L2-SVMs is used for determining the decision function.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe conventional SSLS-SVMs. In Section 3, we
propose SSL2-SVMs with active set training. In Section 4, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
SSL2-SVMs through computer experiments using two-class benchmark datasets. And we conclude our work in
Section 5.

2 Conventional Subspace-Based Support Vector Machines

In SS-SVMs [1, 2], the subspace of each class is generated by using KPCA [5, 6]. We consider an n-class classifi-
cation problem with the m-dimensional input vector x. Let x be mapped into the high-dimensional feature space
by the mapping function g(x). Then the mapping function h(x) to the associated empirical feature space [9, 10]
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for each class is given by hi(x) =
(
K(xik1 ,x), ...,K(xikNi

,x)
)T , where Ni is the number of linearly independent

training data for class i in the feature space, xikj
(kj ∈ {1, ..., |Xi|}, j = 1, ..., Ni) are linearly independent

training data for class i in the feature space, Xi is the index set for class i training data, |Xi| is the number
of elements in Xi, and K(x,x′) = gT (x)g(x′). Then, the dictionaries ϕik for the subspace for class i are the
eigenvectors of the following eigenvalue problem:

1
|Xi|

|Xi|∑
j=1

hi(xij)hT
i (xij)ϕik = λik ϕT

ik, (1)

where λik is the eigenvalue associated with ϕik. The Ni eigenvalues are obtained by solving (1), and we need to
determine the number of the dictionaries, ri, for class i. We select ri dictionaries with the associated eigenvalues
in descending order, where ri is determined so that the cumulative proportion, a(ri) =

∑ri

j=1 λij/
∑N

j=1 λij ×
100 (%), satisfies a(ri − 1) < κ ≤ a(ri), where κ is a threshold.

We define the similarity measure for class i by

fi(x) =

(
(ϕT

i1hi(x))2

‖ϕi1‖2K(x, x)
, ...,

(ϕT
iri

hi(x))2

‖ϕiri
‖2K(x, x)

)T

. (2)

This means the normalized projection length vector of input x onto the class subspace. Then the decision
function is given by

Di(x) = wT
i fi(x), (3)

where wi is the column vector of the weight. Then input vector x is classified into class i whose Di(x) is the
largest.

In conventional SS-SVMs, the weights in (3) are determined by SVMs [7] in order to make class separability
as large as possible. And SS-SVMs are usually formulated by all-at-once formulation so that the decision
function of an input for the associated class is the largest among that of other classes. There are SSLS-SVMs
and SSLP-SVMs in the proposed SS-SVMs. It is described in [1, 2] that SSLS-SVMs performed usually better
than SSLP-SVMs, and for a large data set the calculation cost of SSLS-SVMs is usually smaller than that of
SSLP-SVMs.

3 Subspace-Based L2 Support Vector Machines

3.1 Idea

In conventional SSLS-SVMs, we use the primal form expressed in a set of linear equations, in which the number
of variables is the total dimensions of class subspaces. Therefore, if the size of the data set is large and the
selected threshold of κ is large, the dimension of the subspace for each class may be large. Then the calculation
cost may be large. And for some cases, the performance may be poor because all the training data are treated
as the support vectors (SVs), namely the data that are far away from the decision functions are used for
determining them.

To solve this problem, we propose SSL2-SVMs in dual form, in which the active set training is applicable. For
large problems and even when the large threshold of κ is selected, if the number of SVs is small, the calculation
cost of SSL2-SVMs is low. Moreover the influence of the data far away from the decision function may be small
because of using only the subset of the training data, namely SVs, not all the training data. Thus SSL2-SVMs
may perform stably unlike SSLS-SVMs.

3.2 Architecture

Let for the n-class problems M training data pairs be {(x1, y1),..., (xM , yM )}, where xi and yi are the m-
dimensional input vectors and the associated class labels, respectively, and yi ∈ {1, ..., n}. The SSL2-SVMs with
all-at-once formulation in dual form introducing Lagrange multipliers αij are defined as follows:

minimize Q(w, ξ) =
1
2

n∑
i=1

‖wi‖2 +
n∑

i6=yj,

i=1

M∑
j=1

ξ2
ij (4)

−
n∑

i6=yj,

i=1

M∑
j=1

αij(wT
yj

fyj
(xj)−wT

i fi(xj)− 1 + ξij),

ξij ≥ 0, αij ≥ 0 for i 6= yj i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ...,M, (5)
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where C is the margin parameter and ξij are slack variables.
Taking the partial derivative of (5) with respect to wi and ξij , and setting the resulting equation to 0 and

0, respectively, we obtain

wi =
n∑

k 6=i,
k=1

∑
j∈Sk,
yj=i

αkjfi(xj)−
∑
j∈Si,
yj 6=i

αijfi(xj), (6)

ξji =
αij

C
, (7)

where Si is the index of SVs for the decision function Di(x). And KKT complementarity conditions are given
by

wT
yj

fyj
(xj)−wT

i fi(xj)− 1 + ξij = 0
for i 6= yj , i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ...,M. (8)

We can obtain αij (i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ...,M, i 6= yj) by substituting (6) and (7) into (8). Therefore, assuming
that we know the sets of SVs, we can obtain αij by solving

∑n
i=1 |Si| dimensional linear system as follows:

α =

α1

...
αn

 =


A1 B12 · · · B1n

BT
12 A2

. . .
...

...
. . . . . . B(n−1)n

BT
1n · · · BT

(n−1)n An


−1

1, (9)

where 1 = (1, ..., 1)T , αi = (αiSi1 , ..., αiSi|Si|
)T , Ai = {Aikl

} (i = 1, ..., n, k, l = 1, ...|Si|), and Bij = {Bijkl
} (i =

1, ..., n, j = i + 1, ..., n, k = 1, ..., |Si|, l = 1, ..., |Sj |), and

Aikl
=
{

fT
i (xsik

)fi(xsil
) + fT

ysik
(xsik

)fysik
(xsil

) + δkl

C for ysik
= ysil

,

fT
i (xsik

)fi(xsil
) otherwise.

(10)

Bijkl
=



fT
ysik

(xsik
)fysik

(xsjl
) for ysik

= ysjl
6= i, j,

−fT
ysik

(xsik
)fysik

(xsjl
) for ysik = i, j, ysjl

6= i, j,

−fT
ysjl

(xsik
)fysjl

(xsjl
) for ysik 6= i, j, ysjl

= i, j,

−(fT
i (xsik

)fi(xsjl
) + fT

j (xsik
)fj(xsjl

)) otherwise.

(11)

Here sij (i = 1, ..., n, j = 1, ..., |Si|) is the jth index of support vector for class i and δij is Kronecker’s delta
function, in which δij = 1 for i = j and δij = 0 for i 6= j.

3.3 Training Method

To obtain the index sets of SVs, Si, we need to estimate it iteratively. As this iteratively procedure, we use
active set training methods in [8]. However, unlike the conventional active set training for conventional SVMs,
SSL2-SVMs are formulated by all-at-once formulation. So we must select all the SVs for the decision functions
of all the classes.

In this method, at first we randomly select p training data as the SVs for the decision function for each class.
And set them into the working set Wi. Next, we set the remaining training data into fixed set Fi for each class
and obtain αij (j ∈ W ) solving (9) with only the training data in the working set for each class and determine
wi (i = 1, ..., n) by (6). And we obtain the decision function by substituting wi (i = 1, ..., n) into (3). Next, we
move xj (yj 6= i), which is in Wi, that satisfy Dyj

(xj)−Di(xj) > 1 from Wi into Fi and move at most p data
xj (yj 6= i), which are in Fi, that satisfy Dyj

(xj) − Di(xj) < 1 from the smallest value in order from Fi into
Wi. These procedure are iterated until the working set Wi (i = 1, ..., n) does not change. Finally, we obtain the
SVs for each class decision function from all training data.

4 Experimental Results

We compared the proposed SSL2-SVMs with the conventional kernel subspace methods (KSMs), SSLS-SVMs,
and SVMs, using the two-class benchmark data sets [11, 12]. And we measured the training time using a personal
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computer (3.18GHZ, 1.99GB memory, Windows 7 operating system). We normalized each input variable to [0,
1].

We used RBF kernels: exp(−γ‖x−x′‖2) where γ is the width of the radius. And we assumed that the diagonal
element in the Cholesky factorization to select the independent data for each class is zero if the argument of the
square root in the diagonal element is less than or equal to 10−5. For SSLS-SVM and SSL2-SVMs, we determined
the kernel parameter γ, the threshold of the cumulative proportion κ, and margin parameter C by fivefold cross-
validation. For KSMs, we determined γ and κ by fivefold cross-validation, and selected KSMs with better gener-
alization ability between KSMs with equal weights (1) and those with weights equal to the eigenvalues (e). We
selected κ from {80, 85, 90, 95, 99, 99.9}, γ from {0.01, 0.1, 0.5, 1, 1.5, 3, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 50, 100, 200, 500, 1000}, C
from {10−4, 10−3,
0.01, 0.1, 1, 5, 10, 50, 100, 500, 103, 5×103, 104} by fivefold cross-validation. In SSL2-SVMs, we chose p = 25. Table
1 shows the parameter values of KSMs, SSLS-SVMs, and SSL2-SVMs determined by the above procedure.

Table 1. Parameter Values for KSMs and Conventional SS-SVMs

Data KSMs SSLS-SVMs SSL2-SVMs
κ (%) γ w κ (%) γ C κ (%) γ C

Banana 99.9 15 1 99.9 30 50 99.9 10 100
B. cancer 85 3 e 99.9 0.01 1 99 20 0.1
Diabetes 80 5 e 99.9 5 0.1 99 30 0.1
German 85 3 1 80 15 10−4 99.9 0.5 50
Heart 80 3 e 80 1 10−3 99.9 0.5 1
Image 99 15 1 99.9 500 1 99.9 200 500

Ringnorm 99 15 1 99.9 50 1 99.9 15 10
F. solar 80 5 1 99.9 10 0.1 99.9 5 50
Splice 99 1 1 95 10 1 99.9 10 5

Thyroid 85 15 1 95 100 5 99.9 15 500
Titanic 95 5 e 80 5 0.01 90 10 1

Twonorm 80 0.1 1 80 0.5 10−4 99.9 1.5 0.01
Waveform 80 1.5 1 99.9 3 10 85 50 1

4.1 Training Time Comparison

Table 2 shows training time for SSLS-SVMs and SSL2-SVMs in the “Time” columns, and the total dimension
for SSLS-SVMs in the “Dimension” column, and the number of SVs for SSL2-SVMs in the “SVs” column. For
each problem, the shorter training time is shown in boldface between SSLS-SVMs and SSL2-SVMs.

For five problems, the training time of SSL2-SVMs is shorter than that of SSLS-SVMs. And for six problems
the training time of SSL2-SVMs is the same as that of SSLS-SVMs. For other problems, the training time of
SSL2-SVMs is almost the same as that of SSL2-SVMs. In particular, for Splice and Image data sets whose
sizes and selected kernel parameters are large, the training time of SSL2-SVMs is much shorter than that of
SSLS-SVMs. Therefore the calculation cost of SSL2-SVMs is usually lower than SSLS-SVMs, in particular for
the large data set.

4.2 Comparison of Classification Ability

Table 3 shows the average recognition rates and their standard deviations of the test data sets. It also includes
the results for regular SVMs. In each row of the data sets the best results are shown in boldface among KSMs,
SSLS-SVMs, and SSL2-SVMs. And, if the recognition rate of SSL2-SVMs is higher than that of SSLS-SVMs,
the rates of the proposed methods, which are SSL2-SVMs, are shown with asterisks.

For nine problems, SSL2-SVMs performed better than KSMs. In particular, for the Ringnorm data set,
SSL2-SVMs performed much better than conventional KSMs. Additionally, for seven problems, SSL2-SVMs
performed better than SSLS-SVMs. And for other problems, SSL2-SVMs performed the same as SSLS-SVMs.
For B. cancer, German, and Titanic data sets, SSLS-SVMs performed much worse than the conventional KSMs.
The reason is as follows: we consider that for SSLS-SVMs the decision function for each class is determined
using all the training data. Thus the classification ability tends to be affected by the data that are far away
from the decision functions. However, for these datasets, SSL2-SVMs performed better than or the same as the
conventional KSMs. Therefore, we can conclude that SSL2-SVMs performed more stably than SSLS-SVMs. And
for five problems, SSL2-SVMs performed better than SVMs. And for other data sets SSL2-SVMs performed
almost the same as SVMs.
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Table 2. Training Time (s) for SSLS-SVMs and SSL2-SVMs

Data SSLS-SVMs SSL2-SVMs
Dimension Time (s) SVs Time (s)

Banana 133.05 0.01 175.89 0.01
B. cancer 20.45 0.02 181.1 0.02
Diabetes 289.55 0.41 388 0.21
German 2 9.38 612.23 0.83
Heart 2 0.01 129.89 0.01
Image 1010.55 30.1 207 2.33

Ringnorm 400 0.57 84.47 0.12
F. solar 104.57 0.42 591.18 0.51
Splice 976.9 17.2 215.7 1.69

Thyroid 19.42 0.01 14.95 0.01
Titanic 2.01 0.01 150 0.01

Twonorm 2 0.11 96.3 0.11
Waveform 400 0.79 134 0.13

Table 3. Comparison of Average Recognition Rates (%) and Their Standard Deviations of Test Data Sets

Data SVMs KSMs SSLS-SVMs SSL2-SVMs

Banana 89.3±0.5 88.6±0.6 89.5±0.4 89.4±0.4
B. cancer 72.4±4.6 75.1±4.4 68.4±4.6 *73.4±4.3
Diabetes 76.3±1.8 73.5±1.8 75.1±2.2 *75.9±1.9
German 76.2±2.2 75.1±2.2 72.5±2.1 *76.0±2.3
Heart 83.7±3.4 82.4±3.6 84.0±3.4 *84.3±3.3
Image 97.3±0.4 96.3±0.6 96.7±0.7 96.1±0.9

Ringnorm 97.8±0.3 76.6±11.2 96.9±0.4 95.8±0.7
F. solar 67.6±1.7 65.1±1.8 66.9±1.7 66.5±1.6
Splice 89.2±0.7 87.4±2.5 88.8±0.7 *89.0±0.6

Thyroid 96.1±2.0 95.6±2.1 95.5±2.5 95.4±2.5
Titanic 77.2±1.1 77.3±0.6 76.0±3.1 *77.1±1.1

Twonorm 97.6±0.1 97.6±0.1 97.7±0.1 97.7±0.1
Waveform 90.0±0.4 88.5±0.6 89.8±0.5 *90.2±1.2

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed SSL2-SVMs using active set training methods. Because, unlike the conventional
active set training, SSL2-SVMs are formulated by all-at-once formulation, we modified the active set training
so that it is applicable to all-at-once formulation. Namely we select the training data to the working set for each
class decision function at once. And unlike SSLS-SVMs, the number of SVs are usually smaller than that of all
training data and the influence of the data that are far away from the decision functions is smaller than that of
SSLS-SVMs.

According to the computer experiments for two-class problems, the proposed SSL2-SVMs performed better
than conventional SSLS-SVMs and KSMs for almost all problems. And the training by the proposed SSL2-SVMs
was faster than or as fast as by the conventional SS-SVMs for almost all problems. In particular, for large data
sets, SSL2-SVMs were more than ten times as fast as SSLS-SVMs.
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